INTRODUCTION VIRTUALLY ALL EMPIRICAL STUDIES that assume a time-varying conditional variance, termed conditional heteroskedasticity (CH), also use a quasimaximum-likelihood estimator (QMLE). If the likelihood is assumed to be
Gaussian, the QMLE is known to be consistent under correct specification of both the conditional mean and the conditional variance.1 If the likelihood is assumed to be non-Gaussian, as has become increasingly common in applied work, less is known about the consistency of a QMLE.2 We present conditions for the expected conditional log-likelihood to be maximized at the true conditional mean and relative scale parameters, which is a crucial condition for consistency of a QMLE, and study asymptotic efficiency of a QMLE.
We focus on maximization of the expected log-likelihood at the true parameter value because this is the essential identification condition for consistency. We show that if both the assumed innovation density and the true innovation density are unimodal and symmetric around zero (hereafter termed the symmetry condition), then the expected conditional log-likelihood is maximized at the true conditional mean and relative scale parameters, so that the identification condition is satisfied. We also show that if one additional parameter is included, the identification condition for consistency is satisfied even if the symmetry condition does not hold. The additional parameter is a location parameter for the innovation density, and is also interpretable as a constant parameter in the heteroskedasticity-corrected equation. Finally, we show that if the conditional mean is identically zero, then neither the symmetry condition nor an additional parameter are needed to establish that the identification condition is satisfied.
Evidence of asymmetry is commonly found in studies of financial variables. Hsieh (1988) studies the statistical properties of daily exchange rates and finds statistically significant negative skewness for each of the five exchange rates that he studies. French, Schwert, and Stambaugh (1987) study the relation between the mean and variance of monthly stock returns and find significant skewness for each of the stock returns that they study.
The addition of a location parameter makes a QMLE robust to asymmetry, but may lead to an efficiency loss if the true innovation density is really symmetric. We derive an expression for the increase in the asymptotic variance of a QMLE from the additional location parameter under symmetry. We also show that if the information matrix is block diagonal between the parameters of the conditional mean and the parameters of the conditional variance, then there is no efficiency loss for a QMLE of the conditional variance parameters. For example, a QMLE for the conditional variance parameters in a GARCH model constructed under the assumption that the innovation has a t density, suffers no efficiency loss from the additional location parameter.
To understand why identification differs for a Gaussian and a non-Gaussian QMLE, we focus on location and scale parameters. For a density fy(y) the natural location parameter ,u and scale parameter oa are those that maximize E[ -ln oa + ln fy((y -p)/o-)]. If fy is a Gaussian density, then L is the mean of Y and oa is the standard deviation of Y. For this reason, if the conditional mean and conditional variance are correctly specified, and if all the parameters of the conditional mean and conditional variance are identified, then the identification condition for consistency is satisfied for a Gaussian QMLE. If fy is not a Gaussian density, then the mean and variance are not the natural location and scale parameters. As a result, correct specification of the conditional mean and conditional variance is not sufficient to ensure that the identification condition for consistency is satisfied. To illustrate, for a double exponential density, where fy(y) = exp( -Iy)/2, the natural location parameter is the median rather than the mean. In general, different densities have different natural location and scale parameters. Thus for a non-Gaussian QMLE it is important to focus on a model where there are interesting components that are invariant to location and scale. One such model, which we study below, is a location and scale shift of independent and identically distributed innovations.
To describe the models we consider, suppose that the data consist of observations zt = (Yt, X)', t = 1, .. ., T, where the period-t variable of interest Yt is a function of period-t regressors xt. Let '=(Zt-,Zt-2'...) and let ft(y) and h,(y) denote functions of y and , where dependence on Y is suppressed for notational convenience. Also, let ut be the period-t innovation that is identically distributed and independent of Yt, and let a be the scale parameter for the density of ut. One way to describe many CH models that are estimated is Equation (1.1) nests models used by: (i) Bollerslev (1987) , in which ht(y) is a generalized autoregressive CH (GARCH) specification and g is a t density; (ii) Baillie and Bollerslev (1989) , in which ht(y) is a GARCH specification and g is either t or exponential power; and (iii) Hsieh (1989) , in which ht(y) is either a GARCH or exponential-GARCH specification and g is either t, exponential power, Gaussian-Poisson mixture, or Gaussian-log-Gaussian mixture. The class of models given by (1.1) also nests models in which the conditional variance is included as a regressor, as in the ARCH-M specification of Engle, Lilien, and Robins (1987).
As discussed below, if ft(yo) = 0 the identification condition for consistency is satisfied for a QMLE of y from maximizing LT(6). If ft(y0) + 0, then the identification condition is satisfied if ut is symmetrically distributed around zero and if the assumed density, g(u, ), is symmetric around zero (an even function). If the symmetry condition does not hold, the identification condition for consistency is satisfied by adding a parameter for the location of the distribution of ut. To provide intuition for the result, consider the case in which g is symmetric and non-Gaussian. Recall that our goal is to consistently estimate the parameters of the conditional mean and the relative scale parameters of the conditional variance. As noted in the introduction, if g is not Gaussian, then the mean is generally not the natural location parameter of the assumed density, so correct specification of the conditional mean is not sufficient for consistent estimation of the conditional mean parameters. The identification problem stems from the fact that the conditional mean is not the natural location parameter of the assumed density. If the true density is symmetric, then the mean, median, and mode coincide, so that there is no discrepancy between the conditional mean and the natural location parameter for g. If the true density is asymmetric, however, the discrepancy between the conditional mean and the natural location parameter for g results in a failure to identify the parameters of the conditional mean. The additional parameter a in (1.4) accounts for the discrepancy between 3An alternative way to introduce the additional parameter is to retain (1.1) and to include the location parameter for the innovation density in ij. the conditional mean and the natural location parameter for each possible non-Gaussian QMLE. Note that the problem arises independently of the magnitude of the natural location parameter. Even if the location of the true innovation density is zero, that is if E[u,] = 0 and ao = 0 in (1.3), which implies that f,(-yo) is the conditional mean, the additional parameter is needed to account for the discrepancy between the conditional mean and the natural location parameter for g.
As (1.3) makes clear, the presence of a constant in f,(-yo) does not account for a nonzero location parameter for ut. In (1.3), h,(-yo) remains proportional to the conditional standard deviation of Yt, preserving the CH structure of (1.1), but the conditional location of Yt is ft(-yo) + aoht(-yo), where the additional term aoht(-yo) is time varying.4 The inclusion of a constant cannot capture the presence of the time-varying term.
To test the restriction a = 0 that is typically imposed when constructing a QMLE, a simple score test of the restriction that a = 0 can be based on the approach in Wooldridge (1990) that allows for misspecification. The resulting statistic provides a simple way of testing whether the additional parameter a is needed to ensure that a QMLE is consistent.
The previous discussion focuses on consistent estimation of y. In many instances, such as testing for integration in a GARCH model, the scale or location parameters are also parameters of interest. Although a QMLE of the scale and location parameters is generally inconsistent, there are simple consistent estimators of location and scale given a consistent estimate of y. To estimate the scale or location parameters corresponding to a particular density g, form ut = (yt -ft ( For example, if g is a standard normal density, the resulting a^ and &^ are the mean and standard deviation, respectively, of ut.
IDENTIFICATION
We focus on conditions for the expected log-likelihood to have a unique maximum at the true parameter value. In each case the expected log-likelihood is L(O) = E[lt(6)], so the conclusion of our results is that L(0) is maximized at Yoy The first result is for the case in which the additional location parameter does not need to be included; that is, either the symmetry condition holds or ft(^yo)= 0. We make the following four assumptions. If the location parameter a is added to the model, as in (1.3), it is important to strengthen slightly the identification condition of Assumption 2.2. The following assumption does this. ASSUMPTION 
2.5: The function h,(yo) > 0, and if y 0 yo then either h,(y)/h,(y0) or [ft(y) -f,(y0)]/h,(y0)
is not constant. 
The requirement that [ft(-y) -f,(y0)]/h,(y0) is not constant if

Theorem 2 shows that inclusion of the location parameter a ensures that the identification condition for consistency of the QMLE ' is satisfied even if the symmetry condition does not hold. It is also of interest to know if the converse of Theorem 2 holds, that is, whether e-xclusion of the location parameter for the innovation density implies that a QMLE is inconsistent. We show that the converse of Theorem 2 does hold if E[ht(yo)-ldf,(yo)/dy]
0, in the sense that for each sufficiently regular quasi-likelihood there is a distribution where the first order conditions for maximization at -yo are not satisfied. We describe this result later, because it is convenient to first analyze efficiency of a QMLE.
ASYMPTOTIC EFFICIENCY
To measure the asymptotic efficiency loss from including the location parameter if the symmetry condition holds, we compare the asymptotic variance of a QMLE obtained by maximizing LT(0) with lt(6) from (1.2) with the asymptotic variance of r (recall r is a QMLE obtained by maximizing LT( 6) with lt( 6) from (1.4)). For such a comparison to be sensible both estimators must be consistent, so we assume that the symmetry condition holds. To simplify our results we also assume that the innovation density is correctly specified, so it is easier to understand the effect of including a. Under suitable conditions, 
The difference of the asymptotic variance matrices for a QMLE of ry if a is included and if a is excluded is a rank one matrix, which tends to be smaller if B is closer to zero.
Perhaps the most frequency constructed QMLE is based on an assumed Gaussian innovation density for a GARCH specification. For a GARCH specification, the asymptotic variance of a Gaussian QMLE under incorrect density specification is also quite simple. Engle and Gonzalez-Rivera (1991) show that for a Gaussian QMLE with a GARCH specification V = H-1H-1 with H = (2/( K -1)) , where K is the kurtosis of the true innovation density. Therefore, the difference of the asymptotic variance matrices of a misspecified Gaussian QMLE for a GARCH model if a is included and if a is excluded is the rank one matrix whether a is included or not. Thus, if (3.1) holds, inclusion of a has no effect on the asymptotic variance of 4.
Q.E.D.
As is well known (3.1) holds for ARCH and GARCH models (for example, Theorem 4 of Engle (1982) for ARCH models). For the exponential-GARCH model (3.1) does not hold, so the asymptotic efficiency loss from including a is given in Theorem 3.
INCONSISTENCY WITHOUT A LOCATION PARAMETER
It is straightforward to show that if a location parameter is not included and E[Bt] 0 0, then there are distributions for which a QMLE of ry is inconsistent. For simplicity, we focus on the case where the assumed innovation density is symmetric, so we use the calculations from Section 3. Also, we consider a location shift of the assumed innovation density, obtained by varying a away from zero. Let EJ .] denote expectation if the true model is that given in (1.3) with ao = a and the other parameters equal to their true values, and let lt(0) be the conditional log-likelihood (1.2) where a is excluded. 
CONCLUSION
Consistency of a QMLE for the parameters of interest requires that the expected quasi-log likelihood have a unique maximum at the true value of the parameters of interest. We show that this identification condition holds for a non-Gaussian QMLE of relative scale parameters if either: (i) the conditional mean is identically zero; or (ii) both the assumed and the true innovation densities are symmetric around zero. We also show that if the conditional mean is not identically zero and the innovation density is asymmetric, then an additional parameter is needed to ensure that the identification condition holds. The additional parameter accounts for the location of the innovation density. These results may help clarify the consistency properties of QMLE's for ARCH models, as well as providing an approach to obtaining consistency under asymmetry. In future work, it would be interesting to explore the practical implications of these results, such as the degree of inconsistency arising from asymmetry. 
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